Applications of symmetry to the renormalization-group method are discussed. The six-dimensional representations of space groups and their associated Hamiltonians are investigated using the ToledanoMichel symmetry criterion for stability. It is found that only two potentials have stable fixed points. One of these arises from a newly identified space-group image.
I. INTRODUCTION
The renormalization-group (RG) method' in reciprocal space yields a set of first-order differential equations (recursion relations). A stable fixed point of the Hamiitonian flow determined by these equations characterizes the critical behavior at the continuous transition for the associated physical system. There are as many types of initial effective Hamiltonians and RG recursion relations as there are types of quartic potentials. The Hamiltonian is a fourth-degree polynomial expansion in the order parameter and usually only includes isotropic gradient terms. (Some systems also allow anisotropic gradient terms. We restrict our considerations here to contributions from isotropic terms only. The RG method associates to a selected vector in P4 (i.e. , specific constants u"= uo) a flow of polynomials depending on the same invariants I"but with varying coefficients.
Thus it determines a flow in the space P4 spanned by the independent invariants I". Here we make use of this symmetry criterion. We have recently obtained an active six-dimensional space-group image which has not been previously reported. Using this image as an example, we will show that the symmetry criterion immediately restricts considerations to selected subspaces of P4. We will also indicate the presence or absence of stable fixed points for all densities which arise from sixdimensional active irreps of the 230 space groups.
II. IMAGES AND HAMILTONIAN DENSITIES
The process of obtaining irreps of the 230 space groups is well known. Gp" =g"Gpg"'. Also, a fixed point is transformed into a physically equivalent fixed point with a conjugated symmetry group and with the same stability and critical behavior.
P(M) = EB~BAiM
Here the symmetric product n, is defined as (6) As mentioned in the Introduction, it has been shown that if a stable fixed point exists it must be unique. This result follows not from symmetry conditions alone, but from the symmetric product form of the recursion relations, namely, the P"(u ) of Eq. (4) ' ' = upIp + u~I~+ u2I2+ u7I7 ' ' There is a stable fixed point of the potential P4' at ( -, , T) and a stable fixed point of Pq~' at ( -", -,"). That these fixed points are stable for their respective potentials does not guarantee stability in the space P4' . We must check each fixed point, ( 3, 9, 0, 0) and ( -", 0, T-, , 0), for stability by conventional methods. The symmetric product discussed in Refs. 6 and 12 is useful in constructing the recursion relations and the associated Hessian matrix to check for stability.
Of these fixed points only ( -", 0, -", 0) remains stable in P4' ' A similar approach can be used for all of the active sixdimensional images. The symmetry criterion, together with the use of conventional methods to check stability, allow stable fixed points in only two of the six potentials. Only stable fixed points can correspond to continuous transitions and thus determine critical exponents. ' These stable fixed points arise from the same subspace in both cases. For hw e obtain the stable fixed point ( -",0, -") and for h6 we obtain the stable fixed point (+0, -", 0). All fixed points in the potentials h2, h3, h4, and h5 are not stable. 
